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A Humble Beginning  
Chakma Rights and Development Organization Formed 

April 17-18, 2018 witnessed a historic moment where        
about 18 GBs and 250 + public leaders and activists          
came together at Dumpather Buddhist Temple and       
declared the formation of CRDO to fight for rights and          
development of the beleagured Chakma and Hajong       
tribes in Arunachal Pradesh who have been deprived        
of basic rights and access to development schemes        
in the name of citizenship.  

Outlining the aim and objective of the meeting, one of          
the conveners Shri Somiral Chakma highlighted the       
precarious state of the current situation and the        
recent setbacks in Supreme Court and the need for a          
new dynamic organization to address the      
deteriorating condition, rights and development     
issues of 90% Chakma population who are legally        
citizens by birth.  

“India is a democratic country and there are 4         
pillars (wheels) – Legislature, entrusted with      
the power to make laws; Executive –       
assigned with the task of implementing      
those laws, and the Judiciary – to uphold        
those laws in letter and spirit. Last but not         
the least, it is the Media – to act as the 4th            
pillar and act as a watchdog and bring to         
light if any of the above 3 pillars are not          
functioning properly.” Mahendra Chakma 

It is the reversal of a definite rehabilitation policy and          
systematic withdrawal of fundamental rights one after       
another and a concerted attempt to de-indianise us        
for some vested political interests which is at the         
heart of the issue. We must tell the truth to the whole            
world and use all democratic means towards       
restoration of rights. The first step is to be aware of           
one’s rights and duties as citizens and to ask         
questions to make democracy work. The fight starts        
right there. There is a lack of an organization to          
spread awareness and work for restoration of rights        
and development of the 90% of the population at the          
grassroots. We must create our own future. No one         
else can.  

 

Organizational Structure 
Key Office Bearers *(abridged list)  

1. Shri Mahendra Chakma, President 
2. Shri Udayan Chakma, Vice President 
3. Shri Somiral Chaka, Vice President 
4. Shri Anton Chakma, General Secretary 
5. Shri Indrajit Chakma, Finance Secretary 
6. Shri Amar Bikash Chakma, Assistant GS 
7. Shri Bodhisatta Chakma, Assistant GS  
8. Shri Somiran Chakma, Organizing Secretary 
9. Shri Kali Ratan Chakma, Adviser 
10. Shri Shanti Moy Chakma, Adviser 
11. Shri Kripadhan Karbari, Adviser 
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12. Shri Bijoy Singh Chakma, Joint Secretary 
13. Shri Purna Manik Chakma, Joint Secretary 
14. Shri Paripurna Chakma, Joint Secretary 
15. Mukul Chakma, Executive Member 

Data Collection Drive 
Progress, Enhanced Awareness and Challenges  

Across several months during the year, a systematic        
data sensitization drive that involved helping illiterate       
families to survey existing documents and to check if         
there are any errors or mistakes in names, DoB or          
parents’ names etc. village-wise, details of family       
members enrolled in voter list, those who have Birth         
Certificate, EPIC card, Aadhar card, etc. was carried        
out.  

 

Meanwhile, data correction drive started across 10-15       
Chakma villages. People attended in large numbers       
and were sensitized about importance of having error        
free documents and why it is important to get it          
corrected. A corollary but important benefit of the data         
collection drive carried out thus far has been creation         
and spread of enhanced awareness among the public        
about the importance of having and maintaining       
error-free documents.  

The data collection drive is inherently a massive        
project the absolute success of which will take        
sustained cooperation and initiative on the part of        

both village public leaders and general public alike.        
The importance of the data collection drive however        
cannot be overstated. The first step to any change         
initiative being undertaken is to measure the size of         
the problem. Unfortunately, no current organization      
has any credible data w.r.t. enrollment of voter list,         
registration of Birth certificates, Aadhar card, or land        
holding size, etc. So, the obvious question that arises         
is – how will we know if we are progressing or not            
when we don’t even know our current state? 

Important: Completion of the data correction      
drive will enhance the level of our readiness if         
NRC is implemented in the state of Arunachal        
Pradesh. In recent times, several reports have       
appeared in media about calls for implementation       
of NRC in several states of Northeast including a         
prominent Central Government Minister    
expressing similar views. 

Based on a sample village, where 98 families of 528          
persons were surveyed, one-third of eligible people       
have not even applied for inclusion in voter list. This          
number will go up if we add those who don’t even           
know if they have applied or not.  

 

Sad to see that we have only 9% included as voters.           
Let’s work together to get the remaining 90% majority         
included. This is a key focus area for CRDO.  
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Key Updates  
Keeping Track of Progress 

CRDO Successes and Challenges: With the birth of        
CRDO, an important truth about the Chakmas and        
Hajongs of Arunachal Pradesh has dawned as if a         
beautiful landscape has all of a sudden come into         
view after the mist and fog has lifted from the horizon.           
The all important truth is that Chakmas and Hajongs         
are already citizens – 90% of them by birth and 10%           
by the fact that they were put up in refugee camps           
initially but finally rehabilated as Indian nationals       
(hence citizenship was implicitly granted). It is       
another matter though that the issue has been        
politicized, de-recognizing some of the citizenship      
rights already given through disenfranchisement,     
striping off rights one after on the ground of         
nationality. Unlike many other states, the onus has        
been put on the Chakmas to prove they are not          
foreigners. 

The phrase “grant of citizenship rights” habitually       
used with respect to the purported status of the         
Chakmas and Hajongs of Arunachal Pradesh is       
misleading. It is not so much about grant of         
citizenship but about restoration of rights as citizens        
that they once enjoyed and being allowed to exercise         
these rights just like anybody else with ST status in          
Arunachal Pradesh. 

Having undertaken numerous path-breaking    
initiatives keeping in mind its core values of TRUTH,         
TRUST and TRANSPARENCY, objectives and     
mandate, CRDO achieved success in varying      
degrees in the year gone by. In the process, CRDO          
faced daunting challenges, many of which were       
successfully dealt with while many are still       
work-in-progress.  

General Body Meeting: A General Body meeting of        
CRDO was organized in the month of December        
2018 at the Circuit House, Diyun, Arunachal Pradesh        
whereby bye-law of CRDO was formally adopted and        
participation of the Chakma community in the Bodo        
Sahitya Sabha in January 2019 was finalized. In        

addition, it was also decided CRDO would help in         
every way possible to organize Bizu Mela 2019. 
 
Bodo Sahitya Sabha: The invitation to participate in        
the Bodo Sahitya Sabha came through the Chakmas        
of Papumpare. It was a great opportunity for the         
Chakma Community to further strengthen the bond of        
friendship with one of the major tribal communities of         
Assam. 
 
By way of making participation of the Chakma        
community at the Bodo Sahitya Sabha broad-based       
and truly representative of the Chakmas of Arunachal        
Pradesh, CRDO led by its President Mahendra       
Chakma travelled through the length and breadth of        
the Chakma inhabited villages starting from Deban to        
Ratnapur/Gulokpur/Bijoypur to Diyun and    
Chowngkam including Papumpare and delivered the      
message of the Bodo Sahitya Sabha invitation, its        
significance, motivated and inspired the public who in        
turn expressed support and appreciation with their       
feet. 
 
Subsequently, a group comprising of one cultural       
troupe, gaon burahs, Mahila Samiti representatives,      
well-wishers and CRDO delegates successfully and      
with much fulfillment represented the whole Chakma       
community of Arunachal Pradesh at the prestigious       
Bodo Sahitya Sabha showcasing Chakma culture,      
tradition, music, model house to lakhs of visitors and         
revelers from across the world. 
 
In the meantime, CRDO President Mahendra      
Chakma was felicitated and invited to share the dais         
with prominent dignitaries including Nyshi Elite      
Society, Government of Assam senior officials,      
various Bodo leaders, academicians and other Bodo       
stalwarts among whom was Bodo Territorial Council       
chief and deliver a speech on behalf of the Chakma          
community of Arunachal Pradesh. 
 
Participation at Bodo Sahitya Sabha was a historic        
moment for the Chakma community and also it was a          
massive success which truly strengthened     
Bodo-Chakma friendship. 
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Aadhar Card and Birth Certificates: There are       
some families so poor that they cannot even afford to          
pay the fees required for procuring important       
documents like the Birth certificates and Aadhar       
cards. CRDO conducted special awareness camps      
and is very pleased that it has managed to arrange          
and help these needy either free of cost or very          
minimal charges and provided free affidavits.  

 

Trafficking of Minor Children: Many minor Chakma       
children are being sent outside the state to work as          
domestic help or maid and are subjected to cruelty         
and exploitation of all kinds. CRDO’s efforts helped        
such a minor boy and a girl which made their reunion           
with their family possible. CWWS members were       
engaged and awareness sessions against sending      

children to work to remote places done. With growing         
awareness, reported instances of minor Chakma      
children being sent away from their homes to work as          
domestic help or maid have come down. However,        
some children are still being sent away to work in a           
clandestine manner.  

 

Counseling and awareness campaign about child      
marriage/human trafficking were carried out at      
Dumpani village. CRDO assisted filing of an FIR        
regarding a missing girl sent to work as maid was          
filed at Tinsukia PS and the case is still going on to            
trace the missing Chakma girl. 

Illegal Sand mining: Extraction of boulder and sand        
not only increases soil erosion and vulnerability of        
river banks but also has the potential to change the          
river course which may inundate hundreds of villages        
in different directions. Let’s stop sand mining!       
Coordinated efforts have been put in place with other         
stakeholders to stop sand, shingles, boulder mining       
from Noa-Dehing banks and river bed. 

Noa-Dehing Flood Victims: Nao Dehing claimed      
two lives this year. It swept away a woman and a           
young girl who hailed from Udaipur village during the         
peak flood season apart from eroding cultivable land        
on the sides of its banks and inundating vast expanse          
of lands for days on end destroying crops and         
vegetable plantations. 
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Drug Addiction: Drug addiction especially opium has       
been the bane of many a Chakma and other tribal          
youths. For most addicts, it is a condition of no return           
as they have no access to any kind of de-addiction          
facilities or professional counseling. Generally,     
victims of drug addiction see no hope of getting their          
lives back.  

The Citizenship Amendment Bill, 2016 is pending       
before parliament and a memorandum to the       
Chairperson of Joint Parliamentary Committee (JPC)      
has been submitted from CRDO. 

Electoral summary revision: Awareness campaigns     
have been extensively carried out and assistance       
provided to correctly fill the Form 6 for new voter          
enrolment. 

Appeal and RTI against rejection of Form 6 in the          
matter of voter inclusion is pending before the        
appellate authorities. 

When the final electoral draft roll was published,        
CRDO helped file individual claims and petitions to        
the District Electoral Officer against rejection of their        
voter enrolment applications. CRDO continues to      
follow up on and track the petitions filed earlier. 

 

A memorandum was also submitted to ADC       
Bordumsa seeking clarity on form fill-up to avoid        

rejection on technical grounds in future as a        
preventive measure.  

 

 

Financial Statement 
CRDO is committed to financial transparency. 
Therefore, the financial statements as on 30 
September 2018 has been shared with all the 
relevant stakeholders.  

Detailed breakup of collections and expenditure has 
also been made available to the stakeholders on 
request. 

If you would like a copy of the financial statements, 
please mail us at teamcrdo@gmail.com 

 

Letter to Prime Minister  
A letter to Hon’ble Prime Minister of India, Shri         
Narenda Modi ji has been written by the President of          
CRDO requesting the PM for political recognition of        
Chakmas and Hajong migrants as citizens of India,        
either through en-masse declaration or     
implementation of the Supreme Court order, special       
revision for enrolment of about 25,000 eligible voters        
and inclusion of all Chakma areas under local        
self-government (PRI) ; socio-economic rights and      
access to development schemes under the      
MGNREGA, NRLM, PMGAY, etc., government jobs/      
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employment , PRC, ration card and all other PDS         
entitlements, recognition of Chakma and Hajong      
tribes as ST in AP under article 342 of the Indian           
constitution and a one-time special package to       
compensate for the historical injustices done during       
the last 5 decades. A request for maintaining a         
conducive environment and peaceful co-existence to      
all the stakeholders and stop unnecessary      
harassment of poor and marginalized Chakma      
farmers commuting to and from Assam to sell        
vegetables at the state border areas/gates in the        
name of ILP, amongst other requests was placed        
before the Hon’ble PM for necessary consideration. 

The same has been forwarded to the state        
government for necessary action on 3rd Sep 2018 and         
is pending with the concerned authorities in the state. 

 

Next steps 
Plan for the Upcoming Quarter 

Accelerated Data Correction Drive 
In order to accelerate the process of data correction         
and sensitize people of the importance of accurate        
and correct records, a plan has been put in place          
where 5 volunteers nominated from each village will        
undergo training and in turn conduct such programs        
on data discrepancy and correction. This will help and         
enable many poor and illiterate families to rectify their         
document errors and apply for enrollment in voter list.  

 

An executive meeting was held at Bijoypur to further         
spread awareness and implementation of the plan.  

Participation in literary and cultural program:  

 

A 4-member team comprising 2 GBs and CRDO        
representatives has recently visited Papumpare to      
finalise preparations for participation at Bodo Sahitya       
Sabha cultural program to be held early next year.  

A detailed plan with a cultural troupe has been put in           
place to represent the Chakma community at this        
prestigious literary and cultural event. This is in sync         
with CRDO’s objective of maintaining social harmony,       
friendly and cordial relationship with all our neighbors        
for peaceful co-existence. 
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Citizenship Bill, 2016 
The Amendment of the Citizenship Bill, 2016 is        
pending before the Parliament and a Joint       
Parliamentary Committee (JPC) has been established      
to take the inputs of public and NGOs. While the          
outcome of the Bill will have little or no significance to           
Chakma and Hajong people of AP, it will have far          
reaching effect in the NE region and may have a          
bearing on the court cases.  

Financial Support: 
CRDO as a democratic organization believes in the        
power of many to come together and galvanize        
resources using “The Power of ONE” to include even         
the poorest of the poor in the pyramid. Imagine 1          
rupee per head per month, a fund amount of at least           
50,000 rupees per month will be generated which is         
good enough to carry out all the initiatives taken. 

If you want to make a positive difference, join us! 

Contact: 
General Secretary: Anton Chakma, +91 8837383150      
Finance Secretary: Indrajit Chakma, +91 7678297969      
Email: teamcrdo@gmail.com 
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